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Carnival Dreaming

Still feeling a little  after finishing the Virtual 5K race with a time of , Scotty settles in with 

his  and dozes off wondering what it will be like to experience the  and  of 

Carnival in person someday. 

He dreams that he’s wandering through an elaborate booth shaped like a  when he discovers, of all things, 

a                           . What a  find! There’s a lot more to explore, but Scotty doesn’t want to miss the annual 

Douse-a-Dean fun. Everybody loves to watch the deans get dunked and  — especially Scotty — and the 

proceeds benefit the Special Olympics of Pennsylvania. 

Wow, that was                           ! The only thing that can top the dean dousing is Buggy, so Scotty heads to the races. The 

handmade buggies are so  and colorful, Scotty can’t help but  at the “pushers” as they zoom 

past. Then it’s off to Wean Hall for some high-stakes, high-tech fun when the Mobots race on their slalom course. Scotty 

decides to chase the last one across the finish line, and the crowd . 

Feeling  after all of the action, Scotty strolls along the midway and stops for his favorite treat: funnel cake 

with extra . Then he climbs aboard the Ferris wheel and enjoys a bird’s-eye view of the campus and nearby 

Schenley park, where he loves to . It’s the kind of springtime afternoon that makes everyone, including Scotty, 

think about                           . 

Yawn — what a great dream! But now it’s time to wake up and rehearse for the virtual Tartans Got Talent event. Scotty is 

confident that his                            of                            will snag him the top prize. To warm up, he                            his 

. Who will be able to resist such                           ? 
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A Day in the Tartan Life

It’s sunrise, and that means Scotty and his fellow members of  can stop guarding their fresh 

paint on the Fence. It was an all-night  with only paintbrushes, but it was so worthwhile to raise awareness 

of . Scotty decides some caffeine is in order, so he and his buddies head to Nourish, where they get 

allergen-free  and                            . (Scotty has a sensitive .) They enjoy an al fresco breakfast 

on the Cut, where it’s easy to be social and distanced. 

Re-energized, Scotty heads to his Interpretation and Argument class, part of the first-year experience for Carnegie Mellon 

students. Scotty is working on writing a persuasive submission for “Dog Fancy” about . He hopes to convince 

readers that  need more  in their lives. 

Before his afternoon classes begin, Scotty reserves a study spot at the library. He loves his Zoom study groups, but 

sometimes nothing beats the                            and  of studying safely with stacks of books all around. Today’s 

study session is especially                            because Scotty learns that  is actually part of . 

Back home at “The Rez” (The Residence on Fifth) after classes, Scotty pauses near the piano room to listen to a student 

playing                           . It makes him feel                           , so he                            along.

Tonight, the School of Drama is performing , and Scotty’s best friend has a lead role in the show. While Scotty 

enjoys a couple slices of  pizza, he sends his friend a text to “break a ” tonight. His friend 

responds that she is feeling super . Scotty opens his laptop and watches his friend take the stage. The show 

is so  that Scotty is inspired to . After texting his friend to congratulate her, Scotty tucks himself 

into bed and gazes contentedly at his                            of . Reflecting on the day, Scotty realizes that there are 

many things he loves about Tartan life  — but his very favorite aspect is definitely the . 
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